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United States President Research Report 

Research Report Planning Form 

President______________ Name__________ 

1. What years was this president in office? _______________ 
2. Who was this president’s vice-president? ______________ 
3. What was this president’s political party? _______________ 
4. What were some of this president’s major accomplishments while in 

office? __________________________________ 
______________________________________
______________________________________ 

5. What obstacles did this president face while in office? ________ 
______________________________________
______________________________________ 
6. Write 3 facts you found to be interesting about this president.  
______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________ 
7. What is your opinion of this president? ________________ 
______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________ 
8. What resources did you use to get your information? Be sure to  

include title, author, website. _______________________ 
______________________________________
______________________________________
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United States President Research Report 

Oral Presentation Rubric 
President______________ Name__________ 

 

3 2 1 

Content Student shows a  

complete  

understanding of the 

president based on  

research 

Student shows a good 

understanding of the 

president, but  

struggles to recall 1-2 

important facts.  

Student does not seem 

to understand much 

about the president he/

she researched.   

Student has trouble 

recalling facts and  

information about the 

president.  

Preparedness Student is completely 

prepared and has 

 obviously rehearsed.  

Student seems pretty 

prepared but might 

have needed a couple 

more rehearsals.  

Student is unprepared 

for presentation and 

needed many  

rehearsals. 

Posture and Eye 

Contact 

Student stands up 

straight and looks 

around the room  

during the  

presentation 

Student sometimes 

stands up straight and 

looks around the room 

occasionally. 

Student slouches and/

or fidgets during the 

presentation and does 

not look around the 

room. 

Speaks Clearly Student speaks clearly 

and pronounces all 

words correctly. 

Student speaks clearly 

most of the time, but 

mispronounces 1 or 

more words.  

Student mumbles or 

speaks too quickly and 

can not be  

understood. 

Listens to  

Others’  

Presentations 

Student listens 

 intently to all  

presentations and 

does not make  

distracting  

noises or movements.  

Student sometimes 

does not appear to be 

listening and paying 

attention to  

presenters, but is not 

distracting. 

Student is not paying 

attention to other  

presenters and is  

distracting by  

making noises. 

Total _________/15 
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